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**USA Today bestselling YA Urban Fantasy ~ Book 2 in the award-winning Feyland series**
Immersive gaming. Faeries. A hero from the wrong side of the tracks, and the girl he's afraid to
love. Not to mention dangerous magic that threatens the entire human world...INSIDE THE
GAME... Jennet Carter escaped the dark faeries of Feyland once. Now, fey magic is seeping out
of the prototype game, beguiling the unwary and threatening everyone she cares
about.MAGIC... Tam Linn may be a hero in-game, but his real life is severely complicated. Still,
he'll do whatever it takes to stop the creatures of Feyland, even if it means pushing Jennet
toward the new guy in school--the one with an inside connection to sim-gaming... and the
uncanny ability to charm everyone he meets.ALWAYS WINS... Despite the danger, Jennet and
Tam must return to Feyland to face the magic of the Bright Court--and a powerful new enemy
who won't stop until the human world is at the mercy of the Realm of Faerie.
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AuthorFor all the gamers in my family – but most especially, for Lawson.PrologueThe eerie call
of a hunting horn floated over the drowsing city, sending sleepers’ dreams spiraling into
nightmare - or jolting them awake, hearts pounding in sudden terror.Tam Linn sat upright in the
hushed dimness of his hospital room. His breath rasped in his throat, the echo of that fey and
terrible noise shuddering through him. Forcing his breathing to slow, he listened intently. Nothing.
He slid out of the bed and padded to the window, then slowly pushed aside the curtain.The dark
gray sky arched over the city, the lights of Crestview washing out any stars that might be
hovering there. No spectral hounds or horned riders galloped across the night. No faerie magic
breaking through into the mortal world.Yet.Tam watched a single car navigate the streets beyond
the medical center. Soon the city would wake, and he’d finally go home. After three weeks in the
hospital, the need to be out of there was severe - jangling his thoughts, burning his nerves. He
clenched his hands into weak fists. He was still shaky, but he’d hidden it well enough that the
docs had agreed to release him. There wasn’t any more time to lose.Dangerous magic was
about to be turned loose in the human world - and he was one of the only people who had a
chance of stopping it.Chapter OneTam walked the crowded halls of Crestview High, feeling like
an imposter in his own skin. Everything was different, but it was an invisible change - like his
brain had been taken out and refolded into a new shape, then stuck back inside the same old
packaging.Being in a coma would do that.Not to mention being held as a sacrifice by the faeries
of the Dark Court, an experience so outside of normal that it still seemed like a fever-dream. But
it had happened.After that, going back to school was so ordinary it was surreal. Other students
brushed past, bits of their conversation floating like mist in the air. Nothing felt solid - until he
caught sight of a girl with pale blond hair moving toward him against the tide. Jennet Carter. The
one person who knew everything he’d been through.His world clicked into place.“Tam,” she said,
giving him a warm smile. “It’s great to see you back on your feet.”She reached out like she was
going to hug him, and he did a quick side-step. Not that he didn’t want her to touch him - a part



of him did. But they were friends, against all odds, and that was enough. It had to be.He tried not
to notice her high-end clothing, the perfect sheen of her hair, the expensive tablet peeking out of
her bag. Especially tried to ignore the wrist-chip implant that proved she was one of the elite.
Jennet had everything going for her, while he…He glanced down at his worn jeans with the
frayed knee, his battered shoes with cracks in the sole. He had a falling-apart family, in a falling-
apart house, in the most falling-apart neighborhood in Crestview.They had nothing in common,
except a love of sim gaming - and nearly dying in the Realm of Faerie.He took a quick look
around to make sure no one was listening. “We need to talk, soon. About Feyland.”She nodded,
her smile fading. The bell blared, the harsh, metallic sound startling through him. Welcome back
to the real world.“Let’s talk at lunch.” She stepped forward. “Come on - we don’t want to be late to
World History. Ms. Lewis might frown at you.”“Oh yeah, scary.” The teacher was notoriously
soft.He followed her down the hall, stumbling briefly as a wave of dizziness washed over
him.“Are you sure you’re ready to be back in school?” She slowed, her eyes concerned.“The
med techs said I was in decent shape,” he said, evading her question. “Besides, I’ve been gone
too many weeks already. If I miss any more school, I’ll have to repeat the year.”No way did he
want to do extra time at Crestview High. Though maybe it didn’t matter - not with the dark
creatures of Feyland trying to break through into the mortal world. Who knew if there would even
be a next year?“If you say so.” Her voice softened. “I was worried about you.”He shot her a
sideways glance. “You visited me practically every day in the hospital.”And, weirdly, visited his
dreams as well. Did she share those hyper-real visions? Tam felt his cheeks heating, and dipped
his head, his hair falling over his eyes. So, he’d imagined kissing Jennet. In dreams. Not real, and
he’d better not start thinking they were.“Seeing you in the hospital…” Jennet’s voice was
unsteady. She cleared her throat. “Anyway, you’re up and walking and, well, you’re you again.”He
wasn’t so sure, but there didn’t seem to be words to explain. And even if there were, Ms. Lewis’s
classroom wasn’t the place to go all emo.“Mr. Linn!” The teacher clasped her hands together
and smiled at him as he took his seat. “How wonderful to see you.”He mumbled a greeting, then
pulled out his battered school tablet. Luckily, Ms. Lewis’s attention was diverted today. She kept
glancing at a tall, unfamiliar boy seated in the front row. As soon as the second bell rang, she
held up one hand.“Class - attention, class! I’m pleased to announce we have a new student here
at Crestview High. Mr. Royal Lassiter - oh, do stand up, Roy.” She beamed at the new boy. “Tell
us a bit about yourself.”An introduction speech. Really? Tam shot a look at Jennet, who raised
her eyebrows. Crestview never bothered with things like that. At least, they never had in the
past.The new student stood and turned to face the class. All the girls drew in their breaths, and
Tam squinted, trying to see the appeal. Despite his expensively rumpled clothes, Roy Lassiter
didn’t seem all that special. Reddish-brown hair, angular nose, chin a bit on the weak side. An
easy grin lay on his face, but his dark eyes were calculating.Something glinted at his wrist - a
chip implant. He was one of the company kids who lived up at The View. One of the privileged
ones, like Jennet.“Hey, everybody,” Roy said. His voice had an odd, hollow timbre. “I know I’m
happy to be here, and that I’ll make a lot of new friends. Crestview seems pretty sparked. So



come up and say hi after class, right?”He sat down, and the class applauded. Applauded? Tam
shook his head. That was the weakest speech he had ever heard - plus Roy hadn’t said anything
real about himself. But for some reason everyone was smiling and nodding.Everyone but Jennet.
She had her head down and was scribbling something on her tablet. A second later, the corner
of his screen lit up with a private message. He glanced at the front of the classroom, to make
sure Ms. Lewis wasn’t watching, then clicked the message open.Roy Lassiter = son of VirtuMax
CEO.Great. Unease shivered down his spine. The new student was hooked into VirtuMax, the
company Jennet’s dad worked for. The company that was developing the immersive sim game
of Feyland. The game that had nearly killed him.“Sorry I’m late.” Jennet slid her lunch tray onto
the table across from Tam. She glanced at the front of the cafeteria, where Roy Lassiter was
holding court. “Our dear new student is in my Lit class, and it took forever to get out of there.
You’d think the world revolved around him.”Tam shook his head, his brown hair, as usual, falling
over his eyes. Just once, she wished she could brush it back for him - but she could feel him
prickle any time she got too close. She let out a soundless sigh. Maybe he just needed time to re-
adapt to the real world.“Well, look who’s finally in school again,” their friend Marny said, walking
up with her lunch. “Welcome back, Tam. Not that Crestview High is anything to celebrate.”He
nodded. “It’s still better than a hospital bed. And the food here is marginally more edible.”“Hey,
Marny,” Jennet said, scooting over to make room.Marny sat beside her, and Jennet noticed that
she shifted until she had a clear view of Crestview’s newest student.“At least there’s something
interesting going on,” Marny said. “Roy Lassiter is in two of my classes. Isn’t that great?”Tam
laughed, then stopped when Marny didn’t join him. “Wait. You’re joking, right?”“No.” She sounded
distinctly unamused.Jennet looked at her. “You’re glad that he’s in two of your classes?”“I wish it
were more.” Marny rested her chin in her hand. “Roy Lassiter is flawless.”“What?” Surprise made
Jennet’s voice higher than usual. She glanced at Tam, to see the same confusion on his
face.Marny wasn’t one to follow the crowd. She was unapologetic about who she was - big and
smart and completely blunt in expressing her thoughts. The kind of person who would
deliberately turn around to swim against the tide, rather than be carried along by the
current.“Roy Lassiter. Have you ever seen hair that color?” Marny’s voice was dreamy -
shockingly different from her usual no-nonsense tone.“You mean, brown?” Tam asked. He
waved his hand in front of her eyes. “Wake up, Marny. He’s just average-looking. What’s wrong
with you?”“It’s ok to be jealous,” Marny said. “I’m sure all the guys are - how could you not
be?”Jennet traded a worried look with Tam. The bite of roll she’d taken was suddenly too dry,
and she washed it down with a long swallow of water.“So,” Tam said, turning to her, “the new
student is a Viewer? Have you seen him up there at the company compound?”“No, but I’ve
been,” - mad with worry for you - “a little busy, you know.” She’d spent every hour she could with
Tam in the hospital, whether he was conscious or not. “My dad said the CEO had finally moved
in, and her son was my age. I didn’t think much about it.” Clearly, she should have.“Ask your dad
more,” Tam said, an edge in his voice.“Oh, yes.” Marny turned her usually sharp brown eyes on
Jennet. The lack of focus in her expression was unsettling. “I want to know everything about



Mister Royal Lassiter.” She said his name like it was made of candy.“You and the rest of the
school,” Jennet said. “Maybe I could sell his personal info and make a fortune.”“Maybe.” Tam
folded his arms. “I won’t be buying.”“You don’t look good in jealousy, Tam,” Marny said. Then her
expression sharpened. “In fact, you don’t look good, period. Go home and get some rest.”“What
are you, my manager?” Despite the sharp words, there was warmth in his voice.“She’s right,”
Jennet said. From what she could see of his green eyes behind the scrim of his hair, he looked
exhausted. He’d lost weight in the hospital, and with a lean build to begin with, he was on the
edge of gaunt. “I can get George to drive you home after school, if you want.”The chauffeur
wouldn’t mind - he’d taken Tam into the Exe before, even at night, when it was most dangerous.
But as she knew he would, Tam shook his head.“Nah, I’m good.”“I’ll walk partway with him,”
Marny said, glancing at Jennet.“Girls.” Tam rolled his eyes.“Your job is to get completely better,”
Jennet said. “I’ll find out… whatever.”She looked again to the front of the cafeteria. It was weird,
how quickly Roy had made friends - especially with that wrist-chip. In her experience, Viewers
were treated with wary suspicion. She still got the cold shoulder most of the time.So why was the
whole school in love with Roy Lassiter?Chapter TwoAfter school, Tam again shrugged away
Jennet’s offer of a ride home. He’d made Marny get on the bus instead of going blocks out of her
way just to walk him to the outskirts of the Exe. No way he’d let her go with him into the decaying
core of the city. Though Marny was quick and smart, it was a lot easier for one person to
navigate the dangers of his neighborhood.Jennet waved to him as her car pulled away. While he
appreciated their concern, he didn’t need babysitters. When the grav-car turned the corner, he
shoved his hands in his pockets and trudged off toward the Exe.Weariness blurred his vision,
but he forced himself to stay alert. One careless step and he could end up a pile of bones in a
dark alley. He kept to the shadows of the graffiti-etched walls, breathing lightly of the rot-flavored
air.Strange noises echoed through the dank streets, and Tam held his breath, listening. His
heartbeat thudded, then steadied again as he realized he wasn’t hearing the eerie sound of the
Wild Hunt breaking between the worlds. Just mortal trouble. Just another day in the Exe.Close to
home, he skirted the abandoned building down the block, where the yellow-eyed smoke drifters
squatted. They were harmless alone, but could be dangerous in a group.Ahead was the old auto
shop - once owned by some relative, now empty except for his broken sim equip. His house
perched on top, with a faded blue tarp covering the roof and rust spots on the metal walls. Still, it
was home. He didn’t take the rickety steps two-at-a-time - not this afternoon. The railing wobbled
under his hand, but he made it to the landing, keys at the ready.When he finally got the locks
undone, he opened the door to find his mom and little brother sitting on the couch, reading a
book. The sight made his heart clench. Way too many empty days stretched in his memory, too
many times when Mom hadn’t been around at all. But she was here now, and doing fine. That
was what counted. He shoved his worry for the future into a box and locked it down tight.His
mom looked up, a smile lighting her thin face. The Bug jumped to his feet.“Hey, Tam! Mom was
worried but I told her you were ok, so she read me a story instead. It’s about the alien guys on
other planets.”“Sounds great.” Tam mustered up a half-grin for his brother, though he was so



tired all he wanted to do was sink onto the floor in a heap.“Honey.” His mom closed the book.
“You look exhausted. Get some rest.” She shook her head. “I knew it was too soon to send you to
school.”He didn’t have the energy to protest, just nodded and pulled off his shoes. Five minutes
later he was in his sleeping bag. His bones felt like they’d been replaced by iron, heavy and
dense. The Bug was still talking, but the words rolled off Tam, little bright marbles shining and
spinning as he sank into sleep.Jennet’s dad was late getting home - as usual. Sometimes she
thought he’d stay at his office all the time, if it wasn’t for her.Of course, things were intense for
him at work. VirtuMax was preparing to roll out the most cutting-edge, immersive gaming system
ever, but first they had to replace the lead designer of their showpiece game, Feyland.Her
stomach clenched. She’d tried so many times to convince Dad to pull the plug on Feyland, but
no luck. Even though he knew it was dangerous - after all, Thomas, the original designer, had
died in his sim chair - Dad didn’t understand how, or why. The company thought it was a
hardware glitch.Only she and Tam knew the game was connected to the Realm of Faerie.
Feyland was a gateway to a place where magic existed, and anyone who entered the game
would come face-to-face with that wild, dangerous power. Jennet shivered.She’d been one of
the first to play Feyland, and the Dark Queen had taken her essence, draining her to the point
she’d almost died. In trying to rescue her, Tam had nearly lost his own life.They couldn’t let
VirtuMax release the game. The thought of thousands of people flooding into Feyland, ripe
pickings for the unscrupulous fey, made her bones turn to ice.She and Tam had to do something.
But what? How did two teenagers stop a huge corporation in its tracks? Two kids babbling about
magic and faeries wouldn’t get far, she knew that much. There were no answers, only a sick
emptiness inside whenever she thought about it.Tam was out of the hospital now, though, and
together they’d figure something out. They had to.“Miss Carter, your father has arrived home,”
HANA, the house network, announced. “You are expected to appear for dinner in five
minutes.”“All right. On my way.” She closed the book she hadn’t been reading and went to wash
her hands.When she got downstairs, she found Dad waiting for her in the dining room. He gave
her a tired smile and the usual hug.“Hi, Dad,” she said, biting her tongue to keep from
commenting on how wrecked he looked.“How was your day?” he asked.It was what he always
asked, and usually she replied with some vague, positive-sounding answer. This time, though, it
was the perfect opening to find out more about Roy Lassiter. Roy, and his weird ability to make
everyone like him.“Good.” She sat down and pulled her napkin across her lap. “We got a new
student today - Roy Lassiter. Weren’t you saying they just moved into The View?”“Yes. Dr.
Lassiter has the big house at the very back of the development.”Jennet nodded. The homes in
the company compound were all big, but the Lassiter’s was huge - more like a palace than a
house.“Is it just her and her son?”“I believe so.” Dad nodded as Tony, the chef, brought out their
first course. “She has a husband, but he stayed behind to finish up his own work. And there’s a
daughter, off at college.”That huge house, for only two people?Jennet glanced around their
spacious dining room and swallowed a dry laugh. Like she should talk. Compared to Tam’s tiny
house - with three people living in two rooms - her house was on par with the Lassiter’s.



Sometimes her life pricked her uncomfortably, especially since she’d gotten to know Tam.Tony
slid a bowl of soup in front of her, rich red with a spicy-sweet aroma. Her favorite - tomato-basil.
She took a spoonful, trying to frame her next question.“How involved is Dr. Lassiter with the Full-
D development… and Feyland?” She hoped her voice sounded casual.Dad gave her a sharp
look. “It’s the company’s number-one project. She keeps a close eye on our progress. In fact,
now that she’s here, things are moving forward quickly. She’s brought a new content developer
on board to finish up the programming. Mr. Chon. He’s got an excellent background in game
design.”“Oh.” Jennet set down her spoon.The original designer of Feyland had been her dad’s
good friend, Thomas Rimer, who had been like an uncle to her. But he had died, with Feyland
still incomplete. A shiver scraped the back of her neck. Had Thomas known what he had been
creating, or had he only understood at the very end?Her dad pinched the bridge of his nose. “No
one can ever replace Thomas - we both know that. Still, he laid enough of the groundwork that
Mr. Chon expects to finish up the programming soon.”“Soon?” Fear zinged through her. “But… I
thought you were re-testing the hardware.” Not that they’d find anything, but she’d been counting
on having more time.“We’ve just finished running people through the sports-sims on the newest
Full-D prototype.” He shook his head. “I tried to extend the trial, but Dr. Lassiter took a look at the
tests and said the data was sufficient. There were no issues whatsoever, even with excessive
usage.”“Dad, playing virtual ping-pong isn’t even close to entering Feyland! Look at what
happened to Thomas, to Tam.”“I’m concerned, too - in fact, I brought this up with Dr. Lassiter as
soon as she arrived, asking for more time to troubleshoot the system.”“How could she say no?
The problems are obvious!”He let out a heavy breath. “She made it very clear that the project
has been delayed too long already - and that if I kept pushing, I could find myself out of a
job.”“What?” Jennet set her water glass down, hard. Liquid sloshed over the side, darkening the
white tablecloth. “But… you’re the heart of the program, Dad. You and Thomas - ”“Thomas is
gone.” He looked suddenly weary beyond words. “Dr. Lassiter doesn’t see any problems. She
explained to me - very patronizingly - that Thomas was dying of cancer, regardless of whether or
not he played a computer game. And Tam, well, we have no idea what kinds of toxins he’s been
exposed to, growing up in the Exe. There’s no direct evidence that their problems were caused
by Feyland.”A hot beast of anger rose up inside her. “Then what about me? Your own daughter?
Where did these scars come from?”She thrust her hands out, palms up. Despite the wonders of
plas-skin, she would always bear the memory of Feyland, burned dark red against her skin.He
squeezed his eyes closed for a second, but not before she saw the pain reflected there. When
he spoke, his voice was low and defeated.“VirtuMax has put too much into this project, Jen.
They won’t stop now, not without compelling evidence that the game is harmful. Harmful to many
players, not just one.”“So what, I’m statistically insignificant?” Bitterness rose up in her throat.
“Why can’t you do something?”He was her dad. He was supposed to be all-powerful, supposed
to protect her. Though that hadn’t stopped her mother from taking off, never to be seen again,
when Jennet was a kid. She should know better than to feel this bewildered hurt. Heat pricking
behind her eyes, she turned her hands back over, resting her marked palms on the white



tablecloth.“Short of corporate espionage, I’m doing what I can,” Dad said. “Putting the brakes on
as much as possible - but this is what the company’s been working toward for years. I can’t stop
it, any more than an ant could stop a bulldozer.”Espionage. She swallowed. Was there any way
she and Tam could somehow smuggle explosives into VirtuMax headquarters? The idea
flickered through her, then died. The last thing they needed was to be arrested for terrorism.
Even if they managed to do some damage, that would only delay things, not halt the project
altogether.“So. What’s next?” The words were dry in her mouth.“As soon as Chon finishes up the
programming, they’ll begin play testing. It’ll be closed beta, with handpicked players.”“And after
that?” She clenched her hands into nervous fists.“They start shipping. The pre-orders for the Full-
D have been incredible.” He shook his head.“How long…” She cleared her throat. “How long
before you think the game will be released?”“Two months, barring any more technical
glitches.”Two months. Her lungs clenched and she had to force herself to breathe normally. She
couldn’t believe that maiming and comas counted as ‘technical glitches.’Tony came in and
silently took their used dishes away, then returned with plates of Fettuccine Alfredo. Jennet
poked at the pasta with her fork. It was usually one of her favorites, but tonight her stomach was
full of leaden worry, not hunger.Two months. The only thing she had to go on was a hunch about
Roy Lassiter. A hunch that, somehow, had to turn into a plan.“Um, Dad. Does anyone else
besides us have a Full-D system? I mean, outside of the company headquarters.”Dad rubbed his
cheek. “Well. I suppose Mr. Chon was given one, now that he’s lead designer. And Dr. Lassiter,
or course. She’s very particular about that, collects every VirtuMax system designed to-date.
And I hear she likes to provide the members of her family with top-end gear - even before
release.”Heart sinking, Jennet counted. With the prototype systems, there must be at least three
Full-D setups at the Lassiter’s.She and Dad had two systems - but it had only taken one to suck
her into Feyland. She shivered, cold with memory.A fantastical clearing, silvered by moonlight,
where fey creatures danced around a bonfire. The haunting beauty of the Dark Queen,
diamonds like stars caught in her midnight hair. A sphere filled with orange flames, while
Jennet’s own heart wrenched in two. A red-hot bar of iron clasped between her hands. Burning.
Burning.She shuddered. The CEO had multiple Full-D sim-systems at home. Multiple entries into
Feyland.What were the chances Roy Lassiter had been in-game? And what had he found there?
Chapter ThreeSchool the next day was a repeat of the Roy Lassiter show - with one severe
exception. Instead of joining them for lunch, Marny sat at the head table, with Roy. Granted,
there were a lot of other kids there too, but something was wrong if even Marny had fallen under
Roy Lassiter’s spell. Whatever kind of spell it was.Jennet swallowed, shards of fear scraping her
throat. There was only one place she knew of where magic was real - and Roy had access to it.“I
asked my dad a bunch of questions last night,” she said to Tam as he set his lunch tray on the
table.“And?” He sat across from her and rested his chin on his fist, as though his head was too
heavy to hold up.“And… Roy’s mom has three models of the Full-D system at home.”“Crap.” He
straightened and glanced at the front of the cafeteria. “Is Lassiter a gamer?”“I don’t know.”“We
need to find out.”“I don’t think we can just go up and ask him about his gaming experience, do



you? At least, not if we want a real answer.”She followed Tam’s gaze to the table, which was
packed with students listening to Roy talk. Whatever he was saying, it looked like everyone
thought it was fascinating. Why were she and Tam unaffected by the new student’s
charm?“Anyway,” she continued, “we have more serious problems. Dad said VirtuMax is pushing
for the Full-D system - with Feyland - to launch in two months.”“What? They can’t do that!” Tam’s
face tightened with worry. “Especially after the terrible stuff that’s happened.”Exasperation
sharpened her words. “Apparently the company can’t let little things like death and comas stand
in the way of profit.”“Your dad must have something to say about this.” Tam leaned forward, his
voice urgent. “He’s seen the damage, up close. He has to stop VirtuMax from releasing the
game.”She clasped her hands together under the table. It had been nearly three weeks, but the
skin of her palms was still tender. The doctors said she might not get her fingerprints
back.“Dad’s doing what he can,” she said. “He comes home from work every day, frustrated
beyond words. But Dr. Lassiter is convinced the Full-D is safe to use. And the company techs
inspected each wire and element of the prototype systems we used, Tam. They didn’t find a
single thing wrong.”“Because there’s nothing wrong with the hardware, Jennet!”“I know that. But I
can’t convince Dad the game itself is at fault, and there’s no proof. Of anything.”“Damn.” Tam
raked a hand through his hair.She caught the haunted look in his eyes, and knew it mirrored
hers. Feyland was dangerous, and they were powerless to stop it.The bell blared, and she
frowned down at her half-eaten lunch.“Meet me after school,” Tam said. “I have an idea.”Tam
waited for Jennet outside, leaning against the eroded brick wall and trying not to act like it was
holding him up. He was tired - but he couldn’t give in to his exhaustion. As soon as Jennet
walked out of the building, he straightened. The narrowing of her eyes showed she wasn’t
fooled.“Maybe we should talk another time,” she said.“Meaning?” He slanted her a glance from
under his hair.“Meaning you look like you’re about to fall over.”“I’m fine.”She set one hand to her
hip. “Tam, it’s me, remember? I know how you feel - I’ve been there myself. Quit being so
drastically stoic.”“Alright - I’m not feeling great.” He gave up on trying to seem lively. “But I’m ok
for now. And I have a plan.”“Sit down, then, and I’ll listen.”He looked around, at the tail end of
students leaving school, then picked up his backpack. “Not here. Let’s walk.”Jennet pointed with
her chin as a flash of red sped past. “There goes Roy Lassiter in his new grav-car.”“Who’s that
with him, in the passenger seat? Long black hair.”Jennet squinted at the receding vehicle. “Keeli,
I think.”Another Viewer. Of course.Lassiter had everything - fancy grav-car, privilege, all the
status money could buy. And he lived in the compound, practically next door to Jennet. Jealousy
curdled through Tam. There was no way he could compete with Lassiter - and he was planning
to put Jennet right in the guy’s path. Yeah, a flawless idea.He hunched his shoulders against the
late-November wind, and headed down the street. Beside him, Jennet kept pace. Her pale hair
blew around her face, until she pulled it back and tucked it into the hood of her coat.“So, what’s
your plan?” she asked.“We need to find out if Lassiter’s a gamer. The way that people are acting
around him - it’s not normal. Why are we the only people who aren’t affected by his charm, or
whatever-it-is? What if it’s connected with the game, and that’s why we’re immune?”“I hate to say



it - but the thought crossed my mind, too.” She drew her brows together. “Still, it doesn’t make
sense. The Dark Queen tried to kill us, not make us the most popular kids in school.”Tam
jammed his hands into his pockets. “Yeah, but we lost. What if Lassiter won? What if he got a
real-world prize for beating the queen?”“Could he be such a flawless player - so much better
than us?” She shook her head. “I don’t buy it.”“We’re going to find out. Grab that fancy tablet of
yours and message him. Tell him to meet us at Zeg’s sim-café.”Her eyes widened. “Seriously?
You’re taking me to Zeg’s?”He knew she’d wanted to see the cafe, although it wasn’t the kind of
place Viewers went. Ratty around the edges, with older gear - at first he’d been afraid she’d
scorn it. Zeg’s was way too important to him. Now, though, he trusted her.“I’d like to see what
Lassiter’s got,” he said, “but in neutral territory. We can test him - see if he’s a top-notch player. If
he has what it takes to beat the Dark Queen.”“But… why would he even come?”Tam stopped
and just looked at her a moment - her intelligent blue eyes, her pale skin and high cheekbones,
the silken beauty of her hair.“You’re cute,” he said at last. “No way Lassiter hasn’t noticed
you.”Pink flushed into her cheeks. “Really? You think so?”Her good looks were so obvious. He
didn’t know how she could pass a mirror and not know. Of course, he liked her for way more than
that. She was brave, and smart, and a prime gamer, all rolled into one flawless
package.“Completely.” He set one hand on her shoulder. “Lassiter would be an idiot not to see it.
So, message him. Tell him one of the locals says he’s nothing but talk, and is challenging him to
a sim duel. Give him the co-ords to Zeg’s. He’ll come.”Tam swallowed, trying to ease his sense of
dark foreboding. He hoped to hell this wasn’t going to backfire all over him.Chapter FourJennet’s
cheeks were still warm as Tam dropped his hand from her shoulder. He thought she was cute -
had actually shed some of his skittishness and touched her! Hope kindled a bright flame in her
chest.“Anyway,” he said, “we’re almost at Zeg’s. You can message Lassiter from there.”He turned
and started walking, and she hurried to catch up. It meant a lot - not only that touch, but that he
was letting her see Zeg’s. She knew how important the sim-café was to him.From what she
could piece together, Tam had learned to sim on Zeg’s equipment. Once he’d gotten good, Zeg
had let him play for free, since people would come in just to watch him.Tam was one of the best
simmers she knew. Okay, the best. He’d won the regional tournament last year, and had a good
chance at taking Nationals. If he’d gone. He didn’t talk about it, but she was certain his wreck of
a mom had something to do with him missing the tournament.“Here we are,” Tam said, holding
open the door.Zeg’s Game Parlor was written across the large window, and a gust of warm,
coffee-scented air met her as she stepped over the threshold. The place was filled with the hum
and ping of games - one side devoted to netscreens, the corner crammed with moto-sense
setups. The wall by the door was covered with posters of celebrity simmer Spark Jaxley, her
signature magenta hair blowing in a cyber-breeze.A man looked up at them from behind the
counter. He had long brown hair and a beard that melded together into a frizzy halo around his
face.“Hey, Tam! Good to see you,” he said. “Heard you were in rough shape for a bit.”“Yeah.” Tam
didn’t elaborate. “Zeg, this is Jennet. She’s a simmer, too.”“Cool.” Zeg pursed his lips and
nodded at her. “Sim-systems are in the back. Tam’ll show you. Don’t bet against him - you’ll



lose.”“I’m not planning on it,” she said.“A girl with sense.” Zeg winked at her. “You kids want some
coffee? Tea?”“Um…” She glanced at Tam.“Sure,” Tam said. “Your mint blend, ok?”“I’m happy to
pay, if you want to scan my chip…” Jennet lifted her wrist, her implant catching the blue light
from a nearby netscreen.Zeg looked at her arm. His eyebrows twitched into a frown, and he
shook his head. “Nah, Tam’s cred is good.”“Next time, then.” She didn’t want to coast indefinitely
on Tam’s reputation.“Come on,” Tam said. “You can message Lassiter from the back.”He led the
way to a second room that held a half-dozen sim-systems with color-coded chairs, helmets, and
gloves. The equipment was scuffed and stained, eons behind the Full-D, but she didn’t say
anything. Then again, if they played here they wouldn’t run the risk of getting their souls sucked
out, or being chased and mangled by demon hounds.She leaned back against the blue sim
chair and pulled out her tablet. It didn’t take long to craft a message to Roy and send it - but she
wasn’t nearly as confident as Tam that he would show.“Shall we play something, while we wait?”
she asked. “Blade-X?” The fast-paced racing sim would be a nice distraction - take her mind off
the tangle of problems they faced.“I don’t want to be in-game when Lassiter comes.” Tam set his
hand on the back of the blue sim chair. “By the way, I don’t recommend ever playing the blue
system. It has severely slow response on the gloves.”“You wouldn’t give me a handicap to even
things up? How generous.” She grinned at him, though they both knew he was the better
gamer.Not that she was wretched - far from it. Before she’d met Tam, she’d known maybe two
other kids who could top her simming skills. But Tam was flawless.He just shook his head, a half-
smile on his lips. “Come on - I bet our tea’s ready.”Back at the counter, Zeg slid a couple mugs of
sweet-smelling liquid at them, followed by a plate that held four crumbly cookies.She perched
next to Tam on one of the stools, and took a sip of tea. It was warm and minty - a cozy contrast to
the screens and consoles surrounding them.“Have a cookie,” Tam pushed the plate toward
her.She took one. It tasted like butter and cinnamon.“This is good. Does Zeg make them?”“His
wife does – she’s more the domestic side of the business, no matter how Zeg acts. He’s the tech
guy, though he just likes to pretend to be a teddy bear.”Jennet glanced toward the man, who had
moved to one of the netscreens and was helping a boy get unstuck in some game.“He does it
well,” she said. “Any kids?”“Nope. The sim-café is his baby.”Tam looked like he was about to say
more, but a cold blast of wind pulled their attention to the open door of the café.Standing there
like he owned the place was Roy Lassiter.Chapter FiveTam scowled, a possessive jolt going
through him - even though getting Lassiter here had been his idea. An idea that seemed worse
by the second, especially when the other boy’s eyes skimmed over him and fixed on
Jennet.There was a cluster of girls behind Lassiter. Tam blinked when he saw that Marny was
one of them.“This is my uncle’s sim-café,” she said, sounding breathless. “Some of the best
players in town hang here.”“So I hear.” Lassiter set his hands on his hips. “Not that Crestview’s
best is anything to brag about.”He smiled, looking totally fake, and started toward the counter.
Dislike curled through Tam, and he shifted closer to Jennet. For a second he wished he had his
in-game sword strapped to his side. He’d gladly use it on Lassiter.“Jennet Carter,” the other boy
said, his voice dropping into a huskier register. “Nice of you to message me. I’ve been wanting to



meet you, too.”He stared at her a little too long. Tam took a gulp of tea, trying to wash the
bitterness from his mouth.“I wasn’t sure you’d come,” she said. “Do you sim?”“Of course I sim.
Although I’m used to far better than this.” He waved his hand, encompassing the warm
shabbiness of Zeg’s.Jennet nodded, clearly playing along. “I bet you have some pretty flawless
gear at home.”How could he not? Lassiter’s mother was the freakin’ CEO of the top gaming-tech
company in the world. The question was - had he gone into Feyland? Had he actually beaten the
Dark Queen in battle?“Nothing can beat my sim equip. Or me.” He turned, fixing Tam with a look
as cold as a snake’s. “Is this the local who thinks he can outplay me?”Marny stepped up. “This is
Tam Linn, Roy. He’s one of the best.”“Yeah?” The other boy eyed him up and down. “Don’t look
so special. Are you sure you can play with the pros?”Tam slid his stool back and got to his feet.
He was an inch taller than Lassiter, and glad of it.“Yeah,” he said. “I can take you.”Lassiter let out
a snort. “You won’t know what hit you. At least it will be over fast, Exie.”Jennet stood abruptly,
shoulder-to-shoulder with Tam. “I’ve simmed with Tam, and I’ve no doubt he’s as good as you, if
not better.”Her defense took some of the sting out of Lassiter’s words. While it was true the taint
of the Exe clung to Tam - in the clothing he could never quite get clean, in the shadow of poverty
that haunted everyone in that part of town - he was the best player in the region.But how good
was Lassiter, the boy who grew up in VirtuMax’s pocket?“Heh.” Lassiter narrowed his eyes and
stared at Tam. “We’ll see about that. The equip here isn’t what I’m used to - but it’ll be enough to
put you down. Ready for a sim-duel?”“You’re on.”They had Lassiter right where they wanted him.
Too bad it didn’t feel very satisfying. Tam hoped he could wipe that arrogant smirk off Lassiter’s
face, instead of being the one to eat dirt. The adrenaline of upcoming battle fired his blood, and
he curled his fingers into his palms.Marny looked at him, wide-eyed. “But, Tam. This is Roy
Lassiter.” She said Lassiter’s name like he was president of the galaxy. “Do you really think you
can beat him?”They’d know soon enough. The key was to show no weakness. He nodded,
projecting confidence.“The sim-systems are in back,” he said to Lassiter. “Come on.”The group
moved forward, the girls whispering excitedly. Lassiter was probably strutting like a rooster, but
Tam didn’t care to watch. He glanced at Jennet. She had her lips pressed together in that
anxious way of hers.Lassiter stopped beside the blue sim chair. “Leet gear,” he said, the
contempt in his voice clear.“If you’re not up for it…” Tam shrugged.“Oh, I am.” Lassiter reached
for the blue helmet.Jennet shot Tam a wide-eyed glance. For a half-second, he was tempted to
let the other boy choose the slow system. But that wouldn’t be a fair test, would it?
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DJ James, “Totally impressive. My Sci-Fi Fantasy reading (literally hundreds of books) have
nearly always been in the worlds of alien races, dragon worlds, or travel in time. Anthea Sharp
has given me my first journey into the Fairy World; made especially enjoyable and enlightening
since we get there by way of a computer interface. Having worked in every aspect of the
computer world for over 20 years and having spent entirely too many hours of my early years
playing Rogue on a PDP-11/73, and later under Mac OS 7 and 8 (I still miss that game), the
Quest format of her story was right up my alley.Now that I'm retired I can read as much as I want
and I've been trying to vary my content since there are so many (Millions) free books for the iPad
Kindle App. A week or so ago, I stumbled into the Fairy section and downloaded several single
books and this Trilogy! After reading the Reviews in Amazon, I decided to make the Feyland
Trilogy my first in that genre.Wow! What a wonderful surprise! It is truly rare that I will zoom, non-
stop, through an entire Trilogy but this story grabbed me and just wouldn't let go! I tore through
all 3 volumes in just 2 days and I'm really wishing there were more! Her characters are REAL,
their interactions are consistent, the Feyland content is totally believable, the plot twists and
turns just won't let you find a place to put your bookmark so you can get some sleep and
continue tomorrow!There are only a few authors that I've ever given 5 stars to, but this author
deserves every one of them! Very often (since I was taught that if you can't say something nice,
then don't say anything at all) I won't give any review for a book. But I can't wait to finish this
review and start another Anthea Sharp novel! I hope I've said enough to convince you to try the
Feyland Trilogy by Anthea Sharp..”

ldudette, “Can't Wait For The Movies, This Series is Amazing!!. I read the first book in this series
last night, while battling a migraine. Read this one today, still fighting a headache, but could not
put this down. This may be the young adult genre, but it has broad appeal, I am 50 and love,
love, love this storyline and cast of characters and would love to see this on the big screen
someday. I am also pretty darn cheap and usually get my books from the library or snatch up
free or 99 cent Kindle buys, I just bought book 3 tonight after getting book two last night.I don't
like to reveal much about the books I read in my reviews as I hate to be a spoiler. Let me just say
the way the author has linked the gamers of today with the world of the fey/fairy is brilliantly
done. I am not a big gamer, was a Ms. Pacman and Galaga champ in the 80's and play some
Facebook games now, but I really got into the gaming aspects of the story and am much more
interested in learning more about the new advanced world of gaming, would love a chance to try
"Feyland!"”

Roy Lindhardt, “Intriguing!. It's becoming rarer and rarer these days to find a series that so
completely captures your attention as Feyland has mine. The danger in this book didn't seem
quite as pressing as it did in the first book, but was fascinating how it was brought about. I am



way looking forward to reading more of the series.”

PandaLover, “Great but first book so far is my favorite. It was great! However, I think that the first
book was better than this one. The plot was interesting and I like how each book so far has
centered on a different kingdom in Feyland ( Dark Court was the first realm and now its the
Bright Court in this plot). Tam has been one of my favorite characters in this series because he is
an amazing character and cares for Jennet ( at least so far there isn't a love triangle) and their
relationship isn't fast paced ( i.e its more realistic then some relationships in other books). There
was one scene which mimics how every girl is saved in any of the Disney movies that I have
watched ( i.e Sleeping Beauty) ( you will understand when/if you read this book).I am really
looking forward to the next and final kingdom ( The Twilight Kingdom) in the last book. I want to
know if Tam and Jennet are able to stop Feyland from being released.If you haven't read any of
Anthea Sharp's books, I would highly recommend you reading this series. First book is called
Feyland: The Dark Realm.”

Very upset Reader, “Another Great Book!. Oh gosh! I'm sorry it's over but the ending has so
made me ready for the next realm! This was a really great extension of th first book! Another nail
biter! and another one on it's way! I've so enjoyed these books and can't wait to read the next on!
I'm far from being a 12 or 13 year old but since I work at a school I know they would really enjoy
this story. They will get lost in the wonderful adventure! And like me the wonderful world of syfi
pulls me in every time, so will it pull in others like me! Great book now I'm off to the next realm of
FEYLAND!!”

KalistaKat in TX, “Eerie. The world of faerie is such a strange and unusual world, but Jennet and
Tam always finds a solution to each realm.”

Patricia, “Almost SciFy. Sharp's second book in the Feyland Trilogy continues the story right on
from the first book. Read them in order so everything makes sense. I love Sharp's descriptions
of this magical video game. Also the mystery continues on how the fairy land characters
manage to cross over to real life. The real life characters Jen and Tam seem to be falling in love,
even though they are from the opposite sides of town. I haven't finished reading book two yet,
but I am enjoying it and thought you would too.”

Amanda and Sean Jackson, “Incredible. This series has caught my attention and refuses to let
go (not that i want it to). The first two of the series intro'd us to two very powerful beings in the
"game", both with similar motives for humanity it seems, and three protagonists from different
upbringings and very different personalities. Thiz not only a fantasy series, bit also a slight
coming of age, adventure, and slight romance series as well. Excellent seroes to get if you're
into gaming, sword and sorcery, or action/adventure. Hoghly recommended!”



Katiewinehouse, “Hope there will be a movie?!!!. Totally loved this book!!!! It's got such a good
pace and the characters are really interesting. The story is even better. I love anything to do with
fearies and this book hit th spot with a great twist!!!!! You've got to read it!!!!I am keeping my
fingers crossed this trilogy gets on the BIG SCREEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!”

Christine, “great night time reading. loved it”

M. Barton, “Great story. Great story, my only disappointment is that whilst the book says at the
end that it is lendable, I cannot loan it via Amazon Kindle...”

Steve Baker, “Four Stars. a Good Trilogy nice use of modern and old.”

pollyp., “Five Stars. Tried because it was free but enjoyed so much brought the others in the
trilogy.”
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